This half-day workshop will provide the context of low and zero energy buildings including definitions and an overview of the national and regional status of the zero energy (ZE) market adoption and growth. New Buildings Institute will outline best practice steps and approaches to highlight a path to ZE achievement including planning, engaging stakeholders, assessment of costs and savings and options to secure financing. Workshop attendees will review technologies, approaches, processes of successful ZE projects. Case studies of local building strategies and technologies will be presented including advanced strategies that design teams can integrate to achieve ZE. The training will also address operation and maintenance considerations, portfolio prioritization, benchmarking and energy monitoring for ongoing building performance in new and existing buildings. Attendees will be given the tools and resources available to support leaders and create strategies to achieve ZE.

Register for this workshop at: newbuildings.org/event/repowerpvd-workshop/

Two RePowerPVD webinars will be held in late fall – check back for updates!